Mismanagement Blamed 
China's 'Great Leap,' Failing

Communist China's 'Great Leap Forward' program, begun in 1958 because of Mao Tse-tung's obsession for an economically developed, industrialized China within its lifetime, is an agricultural cataclysm on Asian subjects. Yet it has risen sharply.

An agricultural catastrophe within its毛泽东, or will be cleaned, will be thrown into the room. Hemingway was the picture of the two-listed adventure-seekers. He loved to hunt big game in Africa and was in a number of wars in which he was wounded several times. He also drank a great deal.

Police Administration Student
Arrested for Shoplifting

An MSU Police Administration student was arrested on a shoplifting charge Monday night. Visuth Phangphakdi, 25, said he was attending MSU on a scholarship from Thailand. He was jailed in Mason to await arraignment.

By CHARLES RICHARDS
State News City Editor

Hemingway's Death,
Accident or Suicide?

The world may never know whether or not author and adventurer Ernest Hemingway killed himself accidentally or committed suicide.

County authorities in Ketchum, Idaho, declined to hold a post-mortem at the shotgun death of the famed novelist. The sheriff and coroner made the decision after talking with Hemingway's wife and son at their home in Idaho where the author shot himself. Mrs. Hemingway said her husband killed himself accidentally while cleaning his shotgun.

OFFICIALS reported that they found no cleaning equipment in the room. Hemingway had just returned from Mayo Clinic two days before after a period of confinement for illness.

No matter how many of the two-listed adventure-seekers. He loved hunting big game in Africa and was a number of wars in which he was wounded several times. He also drank a great deal.

On one occasion he and his wife, Mary, were believed killed in a plane crash in the wild upper Nile country of Uganda.

BUT AFTER two days without a word Hemingway came strolling into a civilised clear­ing with Mary on one arm and a bottle of gin in the other.

When he settled down to write, however, he wrote well. His first major novel, 'The Sun Also Rises,' came in 1926. In 1929 'A Farewell to Arms' was produced and his story of bullfighting, 'Death in the Afternoon,' was written in 1932.

His novel of the Spanish Civil War, 'For Whom the Bell Tolls,' was published in 1940. Then in 1954 he wrote 'The Old Man and the Sea,' which received wide acclaim from many critics as his best work.

In recent years Hemingway was forced to slow his fast adventure pace because of recurring illness. Friends said he was further despondent over the loss of actor Gary Cooper, a frequent outdoor companion.

New Biology Research Center

A frog used in cancer research is readied for use by Jimmy B. Thomsberry, Graduate Assistant in Zoology. Dr. Roger Hoopkainger, Assistant Professor in the Department of entomology, examines two-inch mushroom used in insect physiology research. These are only two of nine separate research projects.
Summer headlines

Where and What Do MSU's Married Students Buy?

By DONALD BALASKY
State News Staff Writer

With all the rumors one hears about the slim incomes of students living in married housing here, it's amazing how some of them scrape their way through college.

An economic survey conducted by MTA 431 (Marketing Research) students under the guidance of Stephen Castle, instructor, has indicated that there are two sides to the tale.

According to the recent survey, the average monthly income of married students is $332. But "average" is a dangerous word. Student income sources vary from full and part-time work to "daddy's" check.

AMONG the economically elite are graduate students, the largest of any group in married housing. Their average monthly income was listed at $396.00 or nearly $100.00 per week.

Ninety-eight percent of the sample owned automobiles. Ownership of models varied from 1936 "Chevys" to 1961 Continentals.

It seems that university society is no different from any other. Some are rich and some are poor.

According to one of the researchers, a Spartan Village woman broke into tears during a face to face interview.

"I DON'T KNOW how we can go on."

"Our earnings hardly get us through."

She reported an income of less than $130 per month from babysitting. Her husband is physically unable to work.

One enterprising student reported an income of $600 per month from what he called a part time "business venture."

THE SMOKING habit costs students about $2.10 each week. Most smokers prefer filtered brands.

Credit payments are in the area of $45 each month per family. Most of this figure goes toward automobiles and appliances.

Though a significant number of students are turning to economies, $5.06 is the mean weekly expenditure for gasoline and automotive repairs combined.

Expectedly, the largest budget item was food. Expenses remained relatively constant at $17.00 per family.

AREAS OF shopping preference showed Frends shopping center edging out the retail district in East Lansing which is known to be a heavy favorite among single students.

In making their recommendations to Castle, the research team concluded that the path has been cleared for more extensive research among both married and unmarried sartans upon whom the immediate community is economically dependent.

Next fall, Castle's students will employ the experimental sample as a starting point for a canvass of single students.

Dr. Fox Serves in Vietnam

Dr. Guy H. Fox, professor of political science, is serving as chief advisor of the MSU group in Vietnam and will attend the first meeting of the General Assembly of EROPA at Manila in December.

Dr. Fox will participate in the setting up of a permanent organization involving the adoption of a constitution and by-laws.

There will be panel discussions of local government problems in the various countries represented. Preparation for the November, 1962 meeting in Tokyo will also be discussed.

Others at the meeting will include representatives from Australia, China, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. There will also be observers from organizations such as the International Institute of Administrative Sciences, the UN International Union of Local Authorities and the Society for Public Administration.

Dr. Fox
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Leichty Appointed To NCTE

Prof. V.E. Leichty, department of English, has been appointed to a position with the National Council of Teachers of English, a professional organization of about 60,000 members and subscribers at all school levels. Leichty will help prepare a booklet for use with high school and college students on career opportunities in English. His appointment is one of many being made by NCTE in connection with vigorous expansion of the organization in new directions, according to Dr. James R. Squire, Council Executive Secretary. The goal of the Council is to increase the effectiveness of the teaching of English language and its literature in the nation's schools and colleges. It publishes six professional journals and furnishes such teaching aids as books, recordings and literary maps.

Dr. Butler To Lecture In Finland

Dr. Alexander R. Butler, assistant professor of humanities, will travel to the University of Helsinki, Finland, during the coming school year to lecture in American history. Dr. Butler will be traveling on a Fulbright educational exchange grant awarded by the United States State Department.

A graduate of Harvard University, Dr. Butler received his Ph.D. at Johns Hopkins University in 1963. A native of New Hampshire, Dr. Butler has been a member of the MSU staff since 1953.

Mrs. Butler will accompany her husband. They intend to leave for Finland in August.

Controversial Film Shown Tonight

The movie, "A State Labor Body," a part of the controversy involving the MSU labor-industrial relations center and the dismissal of Charles A. Rogers as associate director, will be shown to the summer interim committee of the All-University Student Government at 8 p.m. Wednesday, 328 Student Services. The meeting and movie is open to the public.

Two-thirds of the Rhodes scholarships awarded to Americans for study at Oxford University in England during the last 16 years went to young men who had been Boy Scouts.
What's the Fourth Without.....

Photographed by T. S. Crockett

SPARKLERS — Tommy Crockett and Jackie Heinz, whose parents live in Spartan Village, enjoy the glow of sparklers.

RELAXING ON THE BEACH — While playing cards on the Alward Lake Beach, Don Schulz, Illinois senior, and Mary Ann Boettcher, E. Lansing grad student, soak up the warm sun.

A DIP IN THE POOL — Khalaf S. Al-Delaimy, grad student from Baghdad, Iraq, and Terry Snyder, West Virginia sophomore, prepare to dive into the 13M Pool.

A PICNIC — In the cool of the evening, Wendell Duncan, Florida grad student, David Appenbrink, Indiana grad student, and their children, roast marshmallows over a warm fire.

A TRIP TO THE Amusement Park — Jim Nantau, Detroit junior and Mimi Poxson of Lansing watch the Ferris Wheel as it weaves a pattern of light in the darkness.
SHAHEENS

EAST LANSING ONLY

521 E. Grand River

OPEN SUNDAY AND WEEKDAYS

9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

FREE!!

1955 Chevy - Loaded with Groceries to be given away August 1, 1961 - Just Register

5 lb. Gold Medal Flour FREE with $10 grocery or meat or more purchase

5 lb. bag for 15¢ with $5 purchase

COFFEE BARGAIN! 69¢ lb.

All Popular Brands

Outdoor, Vine Ripened

TOMATOES - - 29¢ lb.

Thompson - White Seedless

GRAPEs - - 29¢ lb.

Shaheen's Hot Home Baked

APPLE PIES - - 39¢ ea.

AGAR CANNED PICNICS - 3 lb. can - $1.99

Kraft VELVETTA 2 lb. 69¢ with coupon

CHEESE loaf

Shaheen's coupon expires July 9, 1961 - 9 p.m.

MICEL. BEET SUGAR 5 lb. 39¢ with coupon

Chaheen's coupon expires July 9, 1961 - 9 p.m.

Ocoma BUTTER 59¢ lb.

Swift's Tenderized RIB STEAK 59¢ lb.
Summer Clinic Proves Aid to Better Grades

Helping the student make the adjustment from high school to college is one of the chief functions of the Summer Counseling Clinics, according to Dr. Tom Goodrich, coordinator of summer clinics.

The three-day clinics, sponsored by the Counseling Center in cooperation with the other divisions of the university, will be attended by up to 3,000 students this summer. They begin from June 19 through Aug. 31. Over 60 per cent of last falls incoming freshmen attended the clinic.

The ORIENTATION to campus life provided by the clinics offers the student opportunities to meet members of the faculty and to become familiar with the campus. It also allows him to experience residence hall living and to complete in advance most of the pre-registration requirements of fall term orientation.

The program also gives counseling and appraisal of the student's academic background. It evaluates their potential for college work and helps them to explore their interests as they relate to educational and vocational goals.

Dr. Aldridge Serves on Panel

Dr. Gordon Aldridge, director of social work for the College of Business and Public Service, attended a meeting of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare in Washington last week.

Dr. Aldridge was one of a panel of six representatives of the social work profession who were reviewing applications from universities for training grants in social work.

The work is being done under the auspices of the Social Work Advisory Panel in the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation.
‘Parish’ Proves Good Entertainment

By FRED BRACK
State News Staff Writer

There is still something heart-warming about a mob of youngsters gathered to accomplish a task in the face of formidable obstacles.

‘Parish,’ the first-run offering now at the Michigan theatre, proves this with scenes as stirring as any filmed in the 30’s, when this theme was rampant.

However, if it proves this just as convincingly proves that in a screen representation of a novel the time element is difficult to handle.

THIS WAS painfully evident in ‘Parish’ where, in order to portray the complex relationships involved in several years of a young man’s life, the director was reduced to a series of short, choppy scenes.

Still, the story, if not unique, was entertaining.

A young man (Troy Donahue), accompanied by his mother (Claudette Colbert), to a tobacco farm in Connecticut where she has been employed to plan the debut of the owner’s daughter (Diane McBain). He is taught the fleshy facts of young love by a wanton fieldhand (Connie Stevens). She soon proves too plebian for his taste and he shifts his interest to his mother’s ward who proves equally wanton.

In the meantime, two developments are taking place. In addition to his amorous education, Troy is learning the tobacco business and his mother has taken up with the most powerful man in the Connecticut tobacco business (Karl Malden).

She marries him and our hero is confronted with a new love, Malden’s daughter (Sharon Hugueny). She proves to be the most virtuous of his loves and through her his inherent strength of character is brought to the fore.

The complex plot is measurably enhanced by the three young beauties in the film. If their acting ability does not attain the same heights as their looks it does not seriously affect the film. The dramatic situation never quite reaches the point where outstanding talent is called for.

Besides, the film is highlighted by the capable performances of Karl Malden and Claudette Colbert.

“Parish” will not win any awards but the film lives up to the story and should provide a generous helping of entertainment on a hot summer evening.

FRAZZLED by the Heat?

Is your hair limp and straggly? Are you too hot to move?

If so, you need a pep-up at the Patrician Hair Fashions.

First, pop-up in the cool, air conditioned comfort of our beautiful salon. Then, pop-up that limp, straggly hair with a new permanent or a hair cut created especially for summer fun. Call us today for an appointment.

Patrician Hair Fashions
Pat — — — Martin
Call ED 7-1114 For Appointments
Japanese Film Starts Friday

What would you do if you were suddenly told that you had six months to live?

This fascinating question provides the theme for one of the most fascinating motion picture shows to be shown during MSU's summer foreign film series at Fairchild Theatre.

"IKIRU" SHOWING at 7:30 Friday and Saturday, July 7 and 8, is the story of a Japanese government official with 30 years of exactions and unbroken service who is shocked into reality that he will soon die. This stunning confrontation with reality jars him loose from desk into deep reflection on the futility and waste of his life.

Part of what follows in Watase's life caused customs officials of the Port of New York to delay clearance of the Japanese-made film because of what they considered obscene by government officials and highly recommended by church leaders. The film has won six major awards.

"A strangely fascinating and affecting film," noted Bosley Crowther, film critic of The New York Times. Time magazine listed "Ikiru" as "perhaps the finest achievement of Director Akira (Rashomon) Kurosawa, a masterwork of burning social conscience and hard-eyed psychological realism."

A Beautiful Wedding

for the finest foods,

early or late...

may see recommend

Ralph's "Kewpie" Cafeteria

- MEAT ENTREE
- HOT VEGETABLE
- MASHED POTATO
- ROLL & BUTTER

OPEN 6 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT

SUMMER SCHOOL SPECIAL

This Ad and 75c Good for $1 Basket of Balls at FAIRWAY GOLF RANGE

Also have fun at the World's Largest Miniature Golf Course 35c 'til 7 p.m. — any day but Sunday

5 Minutes east of MSU on Grand River
Alan Watts to Lecture

By ISABEL RACKI
State News Staff Writer

The Asian Institute, designed to increase interest and knowledge in Asia, Asian people, and Asian nations sponsored by University Summer School and the College of Science and Arts.

THE MOVIE is a moving insight into the nature of man—his life, love, selflessness and sacrifice. The story concerns the struggles of an old man to give his life meaning when he learns that he has only a few months to live.

Watts, the philosopher, will speak in the Kiva of the Education Building at 7 p.m. Thursday and Friday.

AN EXHIBITION of 72 antiques and modern fabrics designed in Okinawa opened this week in the university museum in connection with the Institute.

The exhibition includes 17 tape or ornamental towels, matted fabric samples and 30 matted rice paper stencils.

It will appear in the museum through August 1st.

A six-time prize-winning Japanese movie, "Ikiru," will be shown at Fairchild Theatre at 7:30 p.m. Thursday and Friday.

THE THREE films tell the story of one family, concentrating on the development of a boy from childhood to manhood.

MORE THAN a dozen books on comparative philosophy and religion have been written by Watts, including "The Way of Zen," "Nature, Man and Woman," "This Is It," and "The Wisdom of Insecurity."

The great Indian trilogy, "Pather Panchali," will be shown in its entirety July 21 in Fairchild Theatre. The first film, "Pather Panchali," will be shown at 5:30 p.m. the second, "Aparajita," at 7:00 p.m., and the third, "The World of Apu," at 9:00 p.m.

The three films have gathered an impressive number of prizes at film festivals. Many critics have hailed the triology as among the greatest ever made.

The Asian Institute, designed to increase interest and knowledge in Asia, Asian people, and Asian nations is sponsored by University Summer School and the College of Science and Arts.

The Institute will hold figure drawings with vigorous, sweeping lines treating on the growth and development of a boy from childhood to manhood.

The exhibit is entitled "Baazar Paintings from Calcutta."

THESE PAINTINGS are on loan from two collections: The Victoria and Albert Museum, London, possessor of the largest collection of Kali-gath paintings in the world; and the Wadsworth Athenaeum, Hartford, Conn., one of the few American museums to own such paintings.
Ethel Paige Donates Furnishings to MSU

The cross-section of the furnishings of a Victorian house of the 1880-1890 period has been arranged in a two-room setting on the second floor of the MSU Museum. The furnishings, nearly all those contained in a 14-room Museum, were shipped to the museum. She took just enough with her to furnish a few rooms in a modern bungalow.
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CAMPUS CLASSIFIEDS — HIGH READERSHIP

STARTS TODAY — SUPER BARGAIN DAY!

HURRY!
Last Times Today

You'll roar when you see Jerry Lewis as a girly-upstairs-man-of-all-work in a Hollywood hotel for girls only!

IT’S THE MOST HILARIOUS IDEA SINCE THE INVENTION OF THE BELLY-LAUGH!

CO-FEATURE TODAY — "SHOW WHITE AND THE THREE STOGIES"

San Salvador, capital of El Salvador, stands in the shadow of a volcano named San Salvador. After being dormant for 300 years, the volcano erupted in June 1917, demolishing the city.

University Theatre

SUMMER CIRCLE

The Sadie Thompson Story

"Rain"
Opens Tonight

JULY 5 - 8

Next Week

"The Skin of Our Teeth"
Judge Wise to Head New Municipal Court System

The Justice of the Peace system is gone from East Lansing today.

It has been replaced by a municipal court, created by a charter amendment, which will be headed by Judge William H. Wise. Wise also served as justice of the peace until elected to the new position in the city council race.

Technically, the new court was established July 4, but court in held on holidays.

WISE WILL serve a four-year term as municipal judge.

East Lansing has had a justice court system since the city was founded in 1907.

Dr. George A. Branaman, retired professor of animal husbandry, was honored at a testimonial dinner in Kellogg Center 28 years of service to the Michigan beef cattle industry.

Branaman, who will practice teach at Birmingham Groves high school in the fall, received an 18-9 won-lost mark in three varsity seasons for Coach John Kobs.

He will report Wednesday to Stugis, S.D., a Red Sox team in the semi-pro Basin League.

The key shot was Burke's 63-par 71 at Warwick Hills to defeat Billy Casper and John Pott, who both shot 71, by one stroke.

Wise praised the change as providing more efficient handling of cases.

Four strokes.

He said the new court will handle all types of cases and preliminary examinations on felony charges as well as civil damage cases up to $300.

"All monies collected by the new court go to the city," he pointed out, and the judge's fee is paid from that regardless of the amount collected." He said the judge court dockets are up to date now, however.

Wise will serve a four-year term as municipal judge.

East Lansing has had a justice court system since the city was founded in 1907.

The dinner was sponsored by the Michigan Beef Cattle Feeders Assn. to honor a retiring professor of animal husbandry, who has authored or coauthored more than 50 bulletins and articles for professional journals.

Michigan State University	FOREIGN FILM SERIES

FAIRCHILD THEATRE

Friday, Saturday, July 7 & 8 - 7:30 p.m.

Program Information Call ED 2-5817

Adkins Addresses Vietnamese

Elmer H. Adkins, Police Advisor for the MSU group in Vietnam, will visit the Vietnamese American Association of Saigon.

Adkins spoke on the "MSU Police Advisory Function in Vietnam" and discussed the work done by the MSU Police Division and how such work affects the Vietnamese public.

Christopher Columbus described Cuba as "a scene of enchantment" that "a thousand fortunes would not suffice to describe."
Medical Program Seems Imminent

Recommendation of a medical program for MSU seems likely.

The curriculum will be equivalent to the first two years of medical school and will serve, also, as a basis for advance degree work in the biological sciences.

A detailed study financed by a $170,000 Commonwealth grant and headed by Dr. Richard U. Byemun, assistant to the provost, was commissioned to investigate the need for such a program early this year.

"THE INSTITUTE of Biology and Medicine plans will be presented to the Board of Trustees and the Legislature sometime in the next few months," Dr. Byemun said recently.

He also commented on a University of Michigan report that recently cited the need for a third state medical school.

The report noted that in 1959 Michigan's supply of active doctors in private practice was below the national average with a Michigan ratio of 93 physicians for every 100,000 residents. Nationwide, the ratio is 96.7.

The U-M report gave Grand Rapids preference over Lansing as a possible site for the school.

"Grand Rapids has more hospital beds than Lansing," Dr. Byemun pointed out. "But in a two-year program such as we are considering, the number of hospital beds doesn't matter.

EVENTUAL MERGER of the medical and osteopathic professions was also urged in the U-M report.

"Such a merger would be unimportant to our program because the first two years of medical school are the preclinical years," Dr. Byemun pointed out. "After completion of our program, a student could go on to either medical school or osteopathy.

Citing other advantages of a two-year program, he explained that it would also serve as a means of recruiting better students and students who might not otherwise be interested in medical school.

"We'd like to work closely with Wayne State and the U-M so that our students could continue there," he said. "But we would try to design our program so that students could wait as long as possible before deciding whether they wanted to continue in medicine, research, or advance degree work in the biological sciences."

A RELATIVELY low cost is envisioned for the program.

"We already have the departments and equipment involved," Dr. Byemun explained. "for such studies as microbiology, physiology, and anatomy."

Dr. Byemun was one of the presenters at the Fourth of July double-header.

"Our main priority is to put Detroit ahead to stay," he said. "But we'd like to work closely with freak reliefer Terry Fox to put Detroit ahead to stay."

"The Yankees came back in their half of the ninth to tie it again on three singles, the third a two-out dribbler by pinch-hitter Lopes past the mound scoring Skowron."

"In the ninth, Osborn singled, went to second on a sacrifice by Lary and to third on Colavito's single. The Yanks tied it on Roger Maris' 31st home run in the fifth inning to pick up his 15th win of the year.

"Catcher Dick Brown homered in the top of the fifth inning to put the Tigers in front briefly, 1-0."

"In the second game Detroit picked up a run in the third on a bases-loaded walk by Norm Cash and in the fifth on Colavito's single. The Yankees tied it on Roger Maris' 31st home run of the 'year with Kubek aboard."

"In the ninth, Osborn singled, went to second on a sacrifice by Lary and to third on successive walks to Kaline and Bruton. With two out and Colavito batting, Ferrari was called on to go to first and throw to third a two-out dribbler by Godfrey, moving Kubek to third. Then Lary laid down his perfect bunt, and Boree scored the winning run."

"Kubeck started the Yankee 10th with a single and Frank Lary was relieved by Hank Aguirre. Aguirre got Maris to pop to the infield, walked Mantle and got Yogi Berra on a long fly, moving Kubeck to third.

"Kubeck started the Yankee 10th with a single and Frank Lary was relieved by Hank Aguirre. Aguirre got Maris to pop to the infield, walked Mantle and got Yogi Berra on a long fly, moving Kubeck to third."

"Manager Bob Scheffing called in ace reliever Terry Fox to face "Moone" Skowron with two out and Kubeck at third. Fox ended the Yankee threat, getting Skowron to fly out.

"Lary got the win and Stafford the lose for New York. In the first game, Ford was the winner and Don Mossi the loser for the Tigers."

"The Yankees came back in their half of the ninth to tie it again on three singles, the third a two-out dribbler by pinch-hitter Lopes past the mound scoring Skowron."